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From attribute-labels to faces: text based face generation
using conditional generative adversarial networks

Abstract: Recent advances in computer vision have aimed at extracting and classifying auxiliary
biometric information such as age, gender, as well as health attributes, referred to as soft biometrics
or attributes. We here seek to explore the inverse problem, namely face generation based on at-
tribute labels, which is of interest due to related applications in law enforcement and entertainment.
Particularly, we propose a method based on deep conditional generative adversarial network (DC-
GAN), which introduces additional data (e.g., labels) towards determining specific representations
of generated images. We present experimental results of the method, trained on the dataset CelebA,
and validate these based on two GAN-quality-metrics, as well as based on three face detectors and
one commercial off the shelf (COTS) attribute classifier. While these are early results, our findings
indicate the method’s ability to generate realistic faces from attribute labels.
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1 Introduction

Recently attributes or soft biometrics [JDN04, DER15, Ni15] such as gender, age, eth-
nicity, height and weight have gained popularity due to their semantic interpretation, i.e.,
they can provide a description that can be readily understood by humans; for example
the description “young, female, tall”. While the possibility to extract and classify such
attributes has been shown, the inverse problem, namely face generation, given attribute-
labels is a novel area of high interest, due to related applications in law enforcement and
entertainment. One specific application relates to the generation of realistic faces in cases
of witness descriptions, where the descriptions are the only available evidence (e.g., in the
absence of facial images). Currently in this context, law enforcement utilizes facial com-
posites, which seek to support the process of suspect-identification. Composites are either
hand drawn (sketches) or computer-generated, see Fig. 1. Both methods are slow, tedious
relatively unrealistic, as well as impeding efficient face recognition (i.e., match such com-
posites with existing mugshot databases maintained by law enforcement agencies). Thus,
reliable and automated label-based face generation would be a valuable asset in similar
scenarios.

Additionally, label-based face generation accepts the application of visualization of classic
fictional characters from novels. Often such characters are verbosely depicted, e.g., “[His]
jaw was long and bony, his chin a jutting ‘v’ under the more flexible v of his mouth. His
nostrils curved back to make another, smaller, ‘v.’ His yellow-grey eyes were horizontal.”
[To12]. However there exists the hypothesis that humans are not able to imagine faces,
which they have not seen before, and hence an automated visualization based on similar
detailed descriptions might be beneficial for an enhanced reading experience.
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Fig. 1: Composite images from FACES 4.0 [Sw14, FA14].

In spite of the aforementioned applications of interest, limited research concerns attribute-
based face generation. In this context, particularly generative adversarial networks (GANs)
and variational auto-encoders (VAE) are instrumental towards such face generation.

Motivated by the above, in this paper we propose to generate faces based on attribute-
labels. This incorporates two steps: (i) the learning of a text feature representation that
captures the important visual details, as well as (ii) given the features, the generation of
compelling realistic images. We propose an approach based on deep conditional convolu-
tional generative adversarial network (DCGAN) [Pe16], which was introduced to modify
images based on attributes (image-to-image translation, see Section 1). We train the pro-
posed GAN with the dataset CelebA and generate faces pertained to two attribute-sets: (a)
glasses and gender, as well as (b) glasses, gender, hair color, smile and age. We selected
these two sets of attributes for the associated high descriptiveness, e.g., such attributes are
commonly used by humans to describe their peers. For the experiment (a) we generate 256
images and for (b) 2048 images, which we evaluate by 2 common GAN-quality-scores, as
well as by three well established face detectors and an attribute classifier. Results indicate
the method’s ability th generate realistic faces from attribute labels.

Related work Generative adversarial networks (GANs), as introduced by Goodfellow et
al. [Go14], incorporate two networks, a Generator, which generates new data instances
and a Discriminator, which evaluates them for authenticity. The generator accepts noise as
input and generates new samples of data in line with the observed training data. GANs have
succeeded in applications such as image generation, image translation, super-resolution
imaging, as well as face image synthesis.

Conditional GANs enhance the GAN-concept by providing both, the discriminator and
generator with additional class information, in order to generate samples conditioned on
different classes. Such text-to-image translation has been beneficial in domain transfer,
super-resolution imaging, as well as image editing. Notable approaches include the condi-
tional generative adversarial networks (cGANs) work by Mirza and Osindero [MO14] and
the invertible conditional GAN proposed by Perarnau et al. [Pe16].

Limited literature concerns attribute-labels based face generation. The work of Gauthier
[Ga14] tackles the topic by proposing a conditional GAN in this context and losely val-
idating the approach qualitatively on Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW). Deviating from
our work, Gauthier added the attribute-information at the last layer of the Discrimator, did
not use the set “real images and fake labels” for training, as well as lacked proficient vali-
dation. We note here that we tested their architecture and obtained poor results. A further
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related work presents the VAE-based framework Attribute2Image [Ya16] proposed by Yan
et al.

As stated above, while limited research concerns attribute-based face generation, extensive
research relates to attribute based image-to-image translation. In this context, image-to-
image translation refers to the alteration of a particular aspect of a given image to another,
e.g., changing the hair color. Notable very recent attribute-translation GANs include Cy-
cleGAN [CZS17], StarGAN [Ch17], as well as MakeupGAN [Ch18].

Finally, face sketch synthesis (FSS) has gained interest in the design community (e.g., face
artistic styles synthesis [Zh18, Zh16]) and is being used for digital entertainment, as well
as law enforcement (sketch based face recognition [Kl14]). A recent VAE and GAN-based
face synthesis approach from sketches is the work of Di and Patel [DP17].

2 Proposed method

The proposed conditional GAN aims to fit the conditional probability P(x|z,y), as depicted
in Figure 2 and specified in the Tables 1 and 2. We let z be the noise vector sampled
from N (0,1) with dimension N = 100, y be the vector representing attribute-labels (with
yi ∈ ±1, where i corresponds to the ith attribute). We train a GAN, adding attribute-labels
in both, generator and discriminator. While the generator accepts as input the combination
of prior noise p(z) and attributes vector y, the discriminator accepts both, real or generated
images, as well as the attribute-labels. We have the objective function of our model be:

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = Ex,y∼pdata [logD(x,y)]+Ez∼pz,y∼py [log(1−D(G(z,y),y))]. (1)

Fig. 2: Architecture of proposed method consisting of two modules, a discriminator D and a genera-
tor G. D learns to distinguish between real and fake images, classifying based on attribute-labels. G
accepts as input both, noise and attribute-labels in order to generate realistic face images.
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2.1 Implementation details

Our model is based on the Pytorch implementation of DCGAN. The generator accepts as
the input the concatenation of attribute-label-vector y and noise z. On the discriminator-
side, we stack the attribute-label-vector with the feature map of the first convolutional
layer. We tested the insertion of the attribute-label-vector at each discriminator-layer and
obtained best results at the first layer-level. We train the model with the Adam optimizer
at a learning rate of 0.0002 and a mini batch size of 128. The input and generated image
sizes are both 64×64.

Tab. 1: Architecture of Generator

Operation Kernel Stride Filters BN Activation
Concatenation Concatenate z and y on 1st dimension
ConvTranspose 4×4 2×2 512 Yes ReLU
ConvTranspose 4×4 2×2 256 Yes ReLU
ConvTranspose 4×4 2×2 128 Yes ReLU
ConvTranspose 4×4 2×2 64 Yes ReLU
ConvTranspose 4×4 2×2 3 No Tahn

Tab. 2: Architecture of Discriminator

Operation Kernel Stride Filters BN Activation
Conv 4×4 2×2 64 No LeakyReLU

Concatenation Replicate y and concatenate to 1st conv. layer
Conv 4×4 2×2 128 Yes LeakyReLU
Conv 4×4 2×2 256 Yes LeakyReLU
Conv 4×4 2×2 512 Yes LeakyReLU
Conv 4×4 1×1 1 No Sigmoid

Algorithm 1 summarizes the training procedure. When we train the discriminator, we provide two
types of negative samples. Firstly the generated images with real labels, secondly real images with
fake labels. We observe that such training enforces the discriminator to learn from diverse samples
and at the same time enables the generation of realistic samples.

Algorithm 1 Attributes based Conditional DCGAN
Input: minibatch x, matching label y, mismatching label ŷ, number of training epochs N

1: for n = 1 to N do
2: z∼N (0,1)Z {Draw sample of random noise}
3: y← Y {Draw matching attributes label}
4: ŷ← Ŷ {Draw mismatching attributes label}
5: x̂← G(z,y) {Forward through generator}
6: sr← D(x,y) {Forward through discriminator with real image, right attribute labels}
7: sw← D(x, ŷ) {Forward through discriminator with real image, wrong attribute labels}
8: sg← D(x̂,y) {Forward through discriminator with generated image, right attribute labels}
9: LD← log(sr)+(log(1− sw)+ log(1− sg))/2 {loss function of discriminator }

10: D← D−α∂LD/∂D {Update discriminator}
11: LG← log(s f ) {loss function of generator}
12: G← G−α∂LG/∂G {Update generator}
13: end for

3 Experiments

We use the benchmark dataset CelebA [Li15] comprising of 202,599 face images annotated with 40
binary attribute labels. We perform two experiments: generation of images given (a) two attributes
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(glasses, gender) and (b) five attributes (glasses, gender, hair color, smile and age). For (a) we gen-
erate 256 images and for (b) 2048 images.

(a) no glasses, female, black hair, smiling, old

(b) glasses, male, no black hair, no smiling, young

Fig. 3: Chosen output samples based on 5 attributes

Figure 3 illustrates generated samples of the proposed approach. We observe that the model succeeds
specifically in generation of local-attribute-labels based faces (e.g., glasses, smile). The generated
glasses appear to be similar, which is a limitation associated to DCGAN and the related loss function
we use. Further, based on Figure 4, we found binary labels might be too limiting in describing age.
Such labels can guide the model to generate ’younger’ or ’older’ faces, not exactly ’young’ and ’old’
faces. In addition, CelebA depicts celebrities, with face alterations inflicted by makeup and plastic
surgery, which might affect the reliability of the pair “age-label and image”.

We witnessed a ’mode collapse’ in both experiments after 100 epochs, which has been reported as the
main limitation of GANs. One explanation for that is that the generator deceived the discriminator
by generating similar fake images.

3.1 Evaluation

To evaluate how realistic our generated images are, in this section, firstly we report the results based
on the pre-trained face and attribute detection models. Then we proceed to present evaluation re-
sults of two quality metrics, namely Inception Score (IS) [Sa16] and Fréchet Inception Distance
(FID) [He17], which have been widely used in image quality evaluation for GANs.

Face Detection We report face detection results based on 3 different face detectors (Face ++ [Fa18],
DFace [DF18], dlib [dl18]) in Table 3. We observe that DFace has the highest detection rates (for
experiment (a) 89%, for (b) 96%), while Face++ has the lowest rates ((a) 58.2%, (b) 53%). This
might be due to the fact that DFace was trained using the CelebA dataset (generated faces are of a
similar probability distribution as the training data).

Attribute Estimation We present in Table 4 gender classification results from Face ++. We note
the higher true gender classification accuracy in the experiment (b) (generating 5 attributes), which
indicates that higher prior information allows the model to generate better targeted images. Figure
4 illustrates the boxplot of estimated age for age estimation by Face ++. Here, we note a shift in
estimated age for the old / young labels, but the shift is not profound.

GAN quality metrics We proceed with 2 commonly used GAN - quality measures, namely the
Inception Score and the Fréchet Inception Distance, that we firstly proceed to describe.
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Tab. 3: Face detection results of generated faces. We report the number of detected faces for the
three face detectors: dlib, DFace and Face ++. In experiment (a) we generate faces labeled with two
attributes corresponding to gender and glasses. Experiment (b) involves 5 attributes corresponding
to gender, glasses, age, smile, hair color.

Number of Generated Detected Detected Detected
Attributes Images Faces dlib Faces DFace Faces Face ++

(a) 2 256 193 228 149
(b) 5 2048 1794 1966 1085

Tab. 4: Gender estimation accuracy of generated faces as computed by Face++. In experiment (a)
we generate faces labeled with two attributes corresponding to gender and glasses. Experiment (b)
involves 5 attributes corresponding to gender, glasses, age, smile, hair color.

Number of Detected True Gender False Male False Female
Attributes Faces Classification Rate (%) Rate (%)

Accuracy (%)
2 149 66.4 74.6 59.7
5 1085 81.8 94.7 67.2

Fig. 4: Boxplot of the estimated age pertained to generated faces as computed using the Face ++
attribute classifier.

Inception Score (IS) is a metric for automated quality evaluation of images originated from gen-
erative models. The score is computed by an Inception V3 Network pre-trained on ImageNet and
calculates a statistic of the network’s outputs, when applied to generated images. The Inception Score
is given by

IS(G) = exp(Ex∼pg DKL(p(y|x)‖p(y))), (2)

where x∼ pg indicates that x is an image sampled from pg, DKL(p‖q) is the KL-divergence between
the distributions p and q. The score examines generated images for included meaningful objects, as
well as a low label entropy.

Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) is an improvement of Inception Score. IS has the limitation of
not utilizing statistics of real world samples are not used, and compared to the statistics of synthetic
samples. Overcoming that, the Frćhet distance measures the distance between a generated image set
and a source dataset, and is calculates as

d2((m,C),(mω ,Cω )) = ‖m−mω‖2
2 +Tr(C+Cω −2(CCω ) 1

2
), (3)
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where (m,C), (mω ,Cω ) represent the mean and covariance of the two respective distributions.

IS and FID for the both experiments are summarized in Table 5. For IS, higher values indicate
a higher quality, while for FID the opposite is the case. Again, we observe that an increased prior
information (experiment (b) improves the generated image quality. As a comparison Wasserstein
GAN (WGAN) reportedly has IS = 8.42 and FID = 55.2; the Boundary Equilibrium Generative
Adversarial NetworksBEGAN IS = 5.62 and FID = 71.4.

Tab. 5: Inception Score (IS) and Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) quantitatively validating generated
images for the two experiments pertained to 2 and 5 attributes.

Number of Attributes IS FID

2 1.94 63.8

5 2.20 43.8

4 Conclusions

In this work we presented preliminary results on attribute based face generation based on a DCGAN-
approach. Results, evaluated by three well established face detectors, an attribute estimator and
benchmark quality scores, suggest the method’s ability to generate realistic faces from attribute la-
bels. The presented approach can be instrumental in the visualization of witness descriptions. Future
work will involve the enhancement of the architecture by an Adversarial Auto-encoder (AAE) in
order to improve image quality.
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